
 

 

The purpose of this article is to share insights from within the industry – how leaders are tackling the 

change in priorities; how they see the landscape changing over the course of 2020/2021 and the 

changes they’re adopting. 

Granted, the world has changed, and businesses are impacted.  The media, as is typically the case, 

has focused attention around the negative, doom and gloom news stories. 

I’ve taking the opportunity to speak with CEO’s, Chairmen, MD’s and HR Directors from within my 

client base and wider network, to add perspective to the situation.   

 

Snippets from some of the conversations I have held week commencing 6th & 13th July 2020: 

 

PRODUCT / SERVICE: Construction software platform   

ROUTE TO MARKET:  Tier one / two contractors 

MAIN POINTS RAISED: This board level marketing person highlighted that service providers of 

software technology have witnessed sales plummeting over the last three months, but there is still a 

huge demand for project management software.  She puts this down to teams within construction 

being forced to work semi remotely. 

Through research that she has conducted she has estimated 65% of larger contractors have recently 

invested in technology, particularly across common data platforms akin to BIM software. 

To counteract the perceived issues with migration and size of such platforms, she is witnessing more 

providers offering trial periods to bleed new platforms in. 

She is also hearing about more firms investing in AI / machine learning technology, with businesses 

primarily using them to create clearer projections on project timings, manpower required, all the 

way down to clearer ordering of hire equipment.  Although some view such technology as a threat to 

their roles, she argued that further investment into such technology will in fact create interest from 

younger generations into the industry, through a more innovative approach to work. 

 

 

 



PRODUCT / SERVICE: Utility infrastructure contractor 

ROUTE TO MARKET:  Commercial & Industrial projects  

MAIN POINTS RAISED: This leader is bullish about market conditions.  He has witnessed smaller 

projects within retail, single blocks, care homes, gyms and car showrooms holding off, but major 

projects such as warehouses and business parks are continuing, with future pipeline looking healthy. 

Revenue will be slightly down this year, but margins have been upheld.  He puts this down to having 

a diverse mix of markets that they operate in.  Conversations with the tier one contractors they 

serve are mixed, but certainly not disastrous.   

Although he views investment into city centre offices will diminish, from feedback on the market he 

feels commercial office space will not be affected.  Instead offices are being planned for “just 

outside” town and city locations.  

 

PRODUCT / SERVICE: Window & door system house 

ROUTE TO MARKET:  Commercial and residential markets 

MAIN POINTS RAISED: The MD of this manufacturer has an extremely upbeat view on the market 

this year.   

Having more than doubled turnover over the past six years, they were 20% up in January.  Lock 

down did, invariably, affect sales figures, but June provided a further 18% growth.  A lot of this 

success he attributes to diversification of what is a traditional product – they have added a lot of 

colour options and are looking into providing decking and a new window design this year.  July to 

September is showing fantastic signs, but he does anticipate a dip in the winter from both markets, 

due to the ending of the furlough scheme.  

 

 

PRODUCT / SERVICE: Structural contractor and manufacturer 

ROUTE TO MARKET:  Commercial developers 

MAIN POINTS RAISED: Broadly speaking this CEO sees the construction industry for the UK as being 

in a robust position.  Invariably firms will have to reshape over the coming four or so months, but, as 

proven during the last recession, this isn’t necessarily a negative thing.  Companies will come out the 

other side leaner and sharper.  Furthermore, many larger companies (Travis Perkins by way of 

example) have been able to use the lock down as a vehicle for pushing forward with restructures 

that would have happened irrespective of current market conditions 

 

 

 

 

 



PRODUCT / SERVICE: Offsite housing manufacturer   

ROUTE TO MARKET:  Social housing providers and private developers 

MAIN POINTS RAISED: This MD feels the need for social distancing on sites as lending itself perfectly 

for offsite technologies. 

Over this year the appetite from government to invest in such technologies has increased, with the 

message of increased sustainability leading this, along with the decreased costs associated with 

offsite construction.  This is only amplified due to 65% of new homes needing to be retrofitted. 

There is likely to be a downturn in the housing market over the course of the rest of this year but the 

government need to drive the affordability solution and cut out second home ownership (70% of 

London’s housing market is owned by Chinese investment). 

As mirrored in previous conversations, on the commercial front, warehousing continues to thrive, 

but larger schemes have reduced, with the need for more regionalised projects. 

 

 

 


